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Lecture 2: Directed graphs



Lecture overview 

O Directed graphs (digraphs);
O Transitive closure and the Floyd-Warshall

algorithm;
O Digraph traversal;
O The realistic example: Garbage collection;



Directed graphs
Preliminaries

O A digraph (directed graph) is a graph which has 
only directed edges.

O A key problem is that of reachability, which 
determines which nodes are reachable from a 
given node in a directed graph. A node ! is 
reachable from the node " if there is a path 
from " to !. 

O A digraph is strongly connected if for any two 
vertices " and !, " reaches !, and ! reaches ".



Directed graphs
Transitive closure

O The transitive closure of a digraph ! is a 
digraph !∗ which has the same vertices as 
!, and !∗ has an edge $, % whenever 
there is a path from $ to %.

O Thus, to form a digraph !∗ we start from 
! and add edges ($,%) whenever there is a 
path from $ to % (i.e. % is reachable from $).

O Q: Why is transitive closure relevant in 
applications?



Directed graphs
The Floyd-Warshall Algorithm

O The Floyd-Warshall algorithm computes the 
transitive closure !∗ of a digraph ! in a 
recursive fashion.

O Let ! be a digraph with # vertices and $ edges. 
Enumerate the vertices of ! by

%&, %(, … , %*
O We initialise !+ = !. At any step - = 1,2, … we

construct the graph !0 by setting !0 = !01& and
adding to the digraph !0 and edge (%3, %4) if a
digraph !01& contains both the edges (%3, %0)
and %0, %4 .



Directed graphs
The Floyd-Warshall Algorithm

Algorithm Floyd-Warshall (!);
Input: A digraph ! with " vertices;
Output: The transitive closure !∗ of !;
Enumerate the vertices of ! by ;
!% = !;
for ' = 1: " do
!* = !*+,;
for - = 1: " (- ≠ ') do

for 1 = 1: " (1 ≠ -, ') do
if ((34, 3*) ∈ !*+, ⋀ (3*, 37) ∈ !*+, ⋀ (34, 37) ∉ !*) 9:;<

Add directed edge (34, 37) to !*;
end if

end for
end for

end for



Directed graphs
The Floyd-Warshall Algorithm

O The asymptotic complexity of the Floyds-
Warshall algorithm is ! "# . Remember this 
when we discuss complexity of Dijkstra’s 
algorithm.

O Homework: How would you use Floyds-
Warshall’s algorithm to find the shortest 
path between a given node and all other 
nodes in a digraph?



Directed graphs
Digraph traversal

O We need to modify the BFS and DFS algorithms 
introduced previously for undirected graphs.

O The only difference is that we traverse edges 
with respect to their directions.



Directed graphs
Digraph DFS traversal

Algorithm DirectedDFS (G,v);
Input: Directed graph G, vertex v;
Output: discovery and backtrack edges and visited nodes;
For all outgoing e incident to v do

if e is unexplored then
w=destination of e;
if w is unexplored and not active then

label e as a discovery edge;
DirectedDFS (G,w);

else if w is active then 
label e as a back edge;

else
label e as a forward/cross edge;

end if
end if

end for
label v as explored;



Directed graphs
Digraph DFS traversal

O A directed DFS algorithm partitions all the edges of a 
graph ! that are reachable from the starting vertex 
" into discovery edges or tree edges, which lead to a 
new (previously unvisited vertex) and non-tree edges 
which bring us to a previously visited vertex. 

O Discovery edges form a tree (DFS tree) rooted at the 
starting vertex. 

O Non-tree edges can be:
O Back edges that connect a vertex to its ancestor in the 

DFS tree;
O Forward edges that connect a vertex to a descendant in 

the DFS tree;
O Cross edges that connect a vertex to another vertex 

that is neither its ancestor or descendant;



Directed graphs
Digraph DFS traversal example
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Nodes: unvisited (green), explored (red);
Edges: unvisited (green), discovery edges (red), back edges (amber),

forward edges (blue), cross edges (purple); 



Directed graphs
Digraph DFS traversal example
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Directed graphs
Digraph DFS traversal example
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Directed graphs
Digraph DFS and garbage collection

O Remember C? Name a few things that bothered you when 
programming, compared to Java? Memory management?

O In Java memory management is done by the run-time 
environment, where a garbage collector deallocates memory 
storing the objects that are no longer required.

O In Java memory for most objects is allocated from a pool of 
memory called the memory heap. 

O A running program stores the space for its instance variables in its 
method stack. These variables can refer to objects in the memory 
heap. The variables and objects in a method stack are called a 
root object. All those objects that can be reached by following 
object references that start from a root object are called live 
objects, and are used by the running program.



Directed graphs
Mark and sweep algorithm

O A mark is associated with each object determining 
whether it is live or not.

O When garbage collection is required, all other threads 
are suspended and clear all the mark bits of objects 
currently allocated on the memory heap.

O Then we need to trace through the Java stacks of 
currently running threads and mark all their root 
objects as live.

O Then the task is to determine live objects that are 
reachable from these live objects.



Directed graphs
Mark and sweep algorithm

O Each object in the memory heap is viewed as a vertex 
in a digraph, and the reference from one object to 
another is viewed as an edge. 

O The mark phase: Each live object ca be identified by 
performing a directed DFS from each root object.

O The sweep phase:  Sweep through the memory heap 
and reclaim any space occupied by an object that has 
not been marked. 

O Resume running the suspended threads. 



Directed graphs
Mark and sweep algorithm

O What is the storage complexity of the recursive version of the 
directional DFS search? Proportional to the number of nodes 
! in the graph. But what are the nodes in the graph? The 
objects in the memory heap that we want to destroy. Thus, 
there is a significant storage overhead.

O Mark and sweep algorithm needs to be done “in place”. How? 
Check this as a homework  (Goodrich, Tamassia, p. 381)



Problem solving
A tourist visiting a city

O Suppose that you are a tourist, visiting an unknown city.
O You wish to get to know the city by walking around it. 
O The city plan can be represented as a graph, where 

streets are the edges and junctions and squares are 
the vertices of that graph.

O In order to be thorough, you wish to pass through each 
street.

O If we know the lengths of all streets in the graph, what 
is the path length that you need to cover?



Problem solving
A tourist visiting a city



Problem solving
A tourist visiting a city

Euler’s solution of the Seven bridges of Königsberg problem



Problem solving
A tourist visiting a city

O The city of Königsberg in Prussia (now Kaliningrad in 
Russia) was historically set on both sides of the river, 
and included two large islands which were connected 
to each other, or to the two mainland portions of the 
city, by seven bridges. 

O The problem was to devise a walk through the city 
that would cross each of those bridges once and only 
once.



Problem solving
A tourist visiting a city

O The only important feature of a route is the sequence 
of bridges crossed. The problem is thus simplified by 
having only two objects: the land masses and the 
bridges. Each land mass is associated with an 
abstract vertex and each bridge with an abstract 
connection (or edge). 
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Problem solving
A tourist visiting a city

O The shape of the graph is irrelevant, only its connectivity 
structure is relevant.

O During the graph traversal, the number of times one enters a 
non-terminal vertex equals the number of times one leaves it.

O If every bridge has been traversed exactly once, it follows that, 
for each land mass (except for the ones chosen for the start 
and finish), the number of bridges touching that land mass 
must be even (half of them to travel towards the landmass, 
and the other half to travel away from it). 

O However, all four of the land masses in the original problem are 
touched by an odd number of bridges (one is touched by 5 
bridges, and each of the other three is touched by 3). 

O Since, at most, two land masses can serve as the endpoints of 
a walk, the proposition of a walk traversing each bridge once 
leads to a contradiction.



Problem solving
A tourist visiting a city

O An Eulerian trail (or Eulerian path) is a path in a finite 
graph which visits every edge exactly once. 

O An Eulerian circuit or Eulerian cycle is an Eulerian 
trail which starts and ends at the same vertex. 

O A necessary condition for the existence of Eulerian 
circuits is that all vertices in the graph have an 
even degree. 



Problem solving
A tourist visiting a city

O The Chinese postman problem (CPP), postman 
tour or route inspection problem is to find a 
shortest closed path or circuit that visits every 
edge of an (connected) undirected graph.

O When the graph has an Eulerian circuit, that circuit 
is an optimal solution. 

O Otherwise, the optimization problem is to find the 
smallest number of graph edges to duplicate (or 
the subset of edges with the minimum possible 
total weight) so that the resulting multigraph does 
have an Eulerian circuit.

O The complexity of the problem is polynomial.



Problem solving
A tourist visiting a city

O What if the cost of traversing each edge of a graph 
has a different cost, depending on the direction in 
which it was traversed? 

O Can this problem be solved in a polynomial time?


